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Architecture function and educational function are the two basic natures of
college campus. It mainly studies on architecture, city planning and higher education
in which the theory of architecture and campus planning are, for the most part, the
conclusion under experience with the perspective of the subjects themselves, while
the pedagogy studies more over the nonmaterial layers such as campus culture,
campus theory and campus system. This paper tries to understand research
universities with the interdisciplinary perspective, to cross boundaries of higher
education and architecture and city planning. It also investigates the influence on both
the architecture and space basing on the various culture backgrounds, make a
summary on its specials, the law of developing and successful experiences, and
integrate the academic space of Xiamen University, synthetic using the theory of
architecture, city planning and campus planning, in order to complete the construction
of subjects, and what’s more, to make Xiamen University to become the world’s
leading research university.
This dissertation, in which the main study methods are the ralitive theories on
architecture and pedagogy, points on the constitute of subjects of different research
universities as its research objects, with its basing on the clue of evolution of subjects ,
and through the integration of the current constructive situations of campus’s subjects
and the current utilization of academic spaces in Xiamen University, to take advantage
of its location environment and the characteristics of subjects, and integrate academic
space , that can exploit the fine geography condition and subjects advantage , to make
the campus palning perfact.
The dissertation is roughly divided into three parts:
The first is the fist chapter of introduction in which the research background, the
purposes and its meaning are proposed forward; it brings about the related basic
concept and the current study situation; it explains the content of this dissertation, as













The second is the second chapter running into the third, studying the trend on
academic paces domestic and abroad, and the influence on spaces forms of campus; it
also summaries the model of the integration of academic spaces.
The third is the core of the dissertation includes the fourth chapter and the fifth,
which under the guidance of the former two chapters, it investigate in an overall way
about the history, current, planning, architecture and academic spaces, to integrate the
academic spaces in Xiamen University, by self-improvement or substitution the
academic space of college, creat subject community and distributed sharing resources.
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